
Instructions for Using the CIDEC R&D Database 

 

Search 

Anyone can use the search function. You do not have to be a CIDE student or faculty to 

use this feature. 

 

Search Field: 

You can search a variety of fields. While the database is still new, you may chose to 

search “Any Field” for the most articles.  

 

Search Type: 

You have three choices: Keyword, Browse, Exact. 

 

Keyword: search the object that CONTAINS the provided search string. 

Browse: search the object that STARTS with the provided search string. 

Exact: search the object that MATCHES EXACTLY with the provided search string. 

 

For the time being, select the Keyword radio button because it will provide the most 

results. 

 

Saving your Searches: 

There are two links that you find at the top of the search results page: 

 RSS Feed with query results 

 This is the web page link to generate the results on this page 

 

If you wish to save your search, you can generate a URL that you can cut and paste into a 

word document or email to yourself/a friend, etc.  

If you are a savvy internet user, the RSS feed may be of interest to you.  

 

RSS stands for Real Simple Syndication. It allows users to be notified when certain types 

of searches have received new information. For instance, you may want to have an RSS 

feed for new podcasts, or new articles by your favorite CIDE scholar.  

 

For more information about RSS feeds, see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS_(file_format) 

 

Resource Manager 

 

In order to upload your own articles, favorite websites, etc. to the repository, you will 

need to log-in with your UTOR username and password. Only CIDE students and faculty 

have been given access to this upload function. Please use it with respect. We are 

counting on our community members to put relevant data into this repository.  

 

Add a Resource: 

The Resource Manager page will show you all the resources you have uploaded onto the 

database. To add a resource, you will click on the link at the top left hand corner. 

http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/oiserepo/cide/rss.php?widgetType=9&app_id=3&keywords=Mundy&metaField=any&searchType=Keyword&rss=1
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/oiserepo/cide/index.php?widgetType=9&app_id=3&keywords=Mundy&metaField=any&searchType=Keyword&limit=10
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS_(file_format)


 

A Note about Copyright: 

 

Please make sure that you have the authority to upload your articles, or someone else’s, 

to the database. Many publishers have “open access” policies. For more information 

about specific publisher policies, please see: http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php 

 

You may need to receive written permission from the author, especially if you are 

uploading a book chapter. Please email this permission to Sylvia Macrae: 

smacrae@oise.utoronto.ca. She will be keeping a file of copyright permissions.  

 

Uploading an Article: 

Uploading an article is a two-step process. The first step involves indicating whether it is 

a file or URL and labeling that file or URL and assigning it a title that will be used in the 

Resource Manager and Metadata Manager. See pages 5 and 7 for more information.  

 
 

The second part involves indexing the article or URL.  

 

Title: 

The data entry for this title is different from the title entered in the first part. This title 

will be what the website users will see under “click here to see authored works”. If you 

find later that you need to change the title name, you will need to change it in both parts. 

 

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php
mailto:smacrae@oise.utoronto.ca


Creator First Name & Last Name: 

If there are multiple authors, enter the first name of one CIDE author in the First Name 

category and his/her last name followed by a comma with the other authors’ first and last 

names in the Last Name category. 

 

Subject: 

Most likely there are multiple subjects you can use for each “object” please separate them 

by a comma so that the phrases can be identified in the search process. 

 

Description: 

The description should be in your own words. Please avoid plagiarizing the abstract. If 

you are entering the description for a faculty member, you may want to ask them to check 

your description soon after you uploaded the article, since the description is included 

under each faculty member name. 

 

Publisher: 

Similar to APA format, please list the publisher. For course syllabi, you can leave this 

field blank. 

 

Contributor: 

This is where you put your name. Even if you leave this field blank, the database will 

save this entry as an object that you have entered. 

 

Type: 

This category is to help searchers narrow down the type of document they wish to review. 

The pull-down menu offers a wide range of “object” types.  

 

Format: 

Some browsers of the object repository may only wish to search for certain formats. 

(mpeg, HTML, PDF, Word document, excel, etc.)  

  

Language: 

Please enter the language in which the article is written. 

 

Copyright: 

There are three choices for copyright permission in this pull-down menu: 

Others may use the resource for any purpose if author is given credit. 

Others may use the resource if author is given credit but for noncommercial use only. 

Contact the author for permission to use the resource.  

 

Metadata Manager 

 

The metadata manager organizes the “objects” alphabetically by title. Since you only 

have access to “objects” you have uploaded into the database, you will only see these on 

this page.  

 



In your searching, if you find that an “object” has been improperly indexed, please 

contact the administrator, Sylvia Macrae (smacrae@oise.utoronto.ca) to correct it.  

 

There are three columns in the metadata manager: 1) Title, 2) Contributor, 3) Metadata 

 

Title: 

You may click on the title to retrieve the object. This title in this column is the one you 

listed under the first step of adding the resource. To change this title, you will need to go 

to the Resource Manager and select “edit”.  

 

Contributor: 

Unless you are a database administrator, you will only see your name in this column. 

 

Metadata: 

You have two choices, edit or delete.  

Edit will allow you to access the metadata entry fields described above. 

Delete will allow you to delete the file. 

 


